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Bio Manuel Carpintero
v Current position.

Ø Design & BIM Manager en OHLA.

v Bachelor’s degree in Geomatics and Survey.

v Master.
Ø Master BIG DATA y BIM.
Ø Master ESRI. ArcGIS Online.
Ø Master Project Management. Lean Construction y BIM.
Ø Master BIM Management.
Ø Master Risk Preventions.

v Certifications.
Ø ISO 19650 Professional certified by Building Smart Spain
Ø ISO 19650 Certified by BSI (British Standards Institution). Part 2 Asset development phases.
Ø Professional certified by Autodesk. Autodesk Civil 3D.
Ø STS drone pilot certification in Europe.
Ø CASA drone pilot certification in Australia.
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Lund-Arlöv Project



The Lund-Arlöv project is a high-speed rail project that the Swedish transport administration, "TRAFIKVERKET“, has been developing since 2017 in southern

Sweden. As the main contractor, the consortium formed by NCC Group and OHLA Sverige was awarded. The main scope of work has been the upgrade

from two tracks to four of one of the main railway tracks in Sweden framed within the Stockholm-Copenhagen corridor and which serves as access, through

the Oresund bridge, to Denmark with a current traffic intensity of 450 trains and 60,000 passengers daily. At the end of the project, this intensity will

increase to 650 trains and 80,000 passengers per day.



Data Management. 
Workflows Development. 



Our document management environment is based on the Autodesk solution in the cloud, BIM 360. Here, all the document management is done in

terms of both 2D and 3D design. Likewise, for real-time data collection, we use the ArcGIS field solutions, field Maps, and Survey 123. These

applications update the data in the database of the parts that we have developed. For point cloud capture and drone models, we are using Site
Scan and Pix4D.

DATA MANAGEMENT



WORKFLOWS DEVELOPMENT

GENERAL DASHBOARD



Dashboard GIS-BIM-Drone 
integration.



ArcGIS Experience Builder allows quickly building web apps using flexible layouts, content, and widgets that interact with data from ArcGIS Online

or other sources through links. The versatility of working with links provides a potent tool since you have access to all Internet content.



At OHLA group, what we have tried to do is an open application where all the people involved in the organization have access to information

depending on the use and role they play in a fluid, graphic way and within a friendly environment. With this solution, we wanted to extrapolate

everything that we present to any linear work of the group, being able to customize and adapt to the particular needs of each work.

THE DASHBOARD



In this Document Management tab, you have access to the two portals where we are managing the documentation. In

BIM 360 Docs, design documentation is managed in all its phases, both in 2D and 3D. This project has been a design-

build project, so from the design phase, we have been working with BIM 360 Docs. Likewise, the construction phase

and delivery of As-built is also being managed with BIM 360 Docs.

For contractual documents, we use a particular repository. Project portal, here we have all the requests with our client.

DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT



EARTHWORKS MANAGEMENT

Earthworks Management is focused on managing earthworks, as well as temporary and definitive areas. In this section,

we intend to carry out an exhaustive control of the earthworks. Here, among others, the ArcGIS Field Maps field

application and the people involved in said earthworks play a very important role.

The Earthworks tab provides an analysis of volumes, being able to extract information about these by phases as well

as a screen query. Various queries can also be made with the data taken in the field.



EARTHWORKS MANAGEMENT

One of the essential utilities that we have given to ArcGIS Field Maps is optimising the movement flows of earthworks

transportation. About two million cubic meters of land have been moved. Much of this movement has had to go abroad,

travelling through a semi-urban area with traffic congestion problems.



EARTHWORKS MANAGEMENT

The following two area tabs show the areas that need to be in place over time for correct logistics in terms of

production. Each one of them has been analysed, and a delivery date has been assigned to our client. Likewise, all

temporary occupation areas have been analysed for correct optimization and delivery to third parties. The result has

been a database that can be consulted graphically, associated with the areas mentioned.



GATE MANAGEMENT

In this section, what is intended is to control the access to our construction site. In a railway construction site , the

accesses must be well controlled since the risk that people outside the project suffer some accident is very high. The

way we have solved this is through a customized application, where there are a series of managers who must check

that the accesses are closed daily. Through ArcGIS Survey 123, all those responsible have been enabled in this

application, where they must fill in each section using a phone or tablet. The subsequent result is managed in the Gate

Control View and Gate control analysis tabs.



GATE MANAGEMENT



BIM MANAGEMENT

The BIM Management tab allows access to all the BIM data of the project. Our Common Data Environment is Autodesk

BIM 360, with all its associated products for both document and model management. This window accesses Autodesk

BIM 360 Docs. Also, the federated model in Navisworks is accessed through Autodesk 360 Docs and the collaborative

model through Autodesk BIM 360 Glue. Likewise, the 3D window of the interface is updated monthly with a virtual

model of the progress of the work carried out with a drone.



BIM MANAGEMENT. Share through BIM 360 Docs



BIM MANAGEMENT. Share through BIM 360 Glue



BIM MANAGEMENT. Share through Navisworks Manage



BIM MANAGEMENT. Share through BIM Kiosk



DRONE MANAGEMENT

In the Drone Management tab, we have wanted to share a few possibilities for using drones in linear works. If the

Earthworks Management section showed the results of this use in terms of volume management, here what we show is

a series of tools for the use of drones. The Drone Flights window, each "flight" button will open the ArcGIS application,

Site Scan with the chosen flight, having the possibility of making precise measurements in terms of distances, areas

and volumes. Likewise, it will also allow comparing, by consulting the orthomosaics, the progress of the work over time.



DRONE MANAGEMENT. Site Scan for ArcGIS

DSM/DTM volumes comparison with design models

Stockpiles volumes

Sections from point of cloud

3D mesh and point of cloud visualisation

Orthomosaic Timeline combination Cad integration into the orthomosaic



DRONE MANAGEMENT

q Drone Management an application for managing drone flights. AirData UAV.

q Weather. Application for checking the weather in the area before flying. Windy.

q Sweden drone Air Space. Application for the consultation of Swedish airspace. LFV.

q Google Earth flight plans. Access to flight planning through Google Earth

AirData UAV

Windy

LFV
Google Earth



INTERNET

Finally, in the Internet section, we have thought it appropriate to provide access links to the most used Web pages

within the project.



Outcomes



q Data management through a unique DASHBOARD.

q Geographical environment through GIS.

q VR and MR comprehension through Drone data.

q Collaborative workflows through BIM 360 (ACC)



Q&A


